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PACKAGES: 
STUDIO SESSION: $1500  

Book your very own Styled Bridal Fashion Shoot with us to capture you and your 
dress in the most beautiful light!  

This collaborative experience comes complete with professional photography by 
Dan Howell, a bridal fashion, magazine and advertising photographer, and a full 
glam session with a high end professional makeup artist (hair styling also 
available at an additional rate).  This private studio fashion experience takes place 
at an industrial themed studio which allows for an edgy editorial or refined studio 
feel.  See yourself as you've never seen yourself before with all the focus on you 
and every detail of your gorgeous gown while creating celebrity status bridal 
images.    . 

Dan brings his extensive experience and resources of shooting gowns for designers to 
style you and your gown for magazine worthy images. You’ll have numerous options at 
your fingertips for backgrounds and concepts to create a special bridal fashion 
experience. Feel free to bring an additional outfit or convertible gown for a second look to 
be photographed during your session. 

Package Inclusions: 
- Professional bridal themed in-studio photography session 
- Professional makeup artist will consult with you to create a customized look based on 

your vision.  Artist on-site for a total of 3 hours which includes touch-ups.  
- Approximately 100-200 images shot per look. All images from shoot will be delivered 

in the form of zip folder or web gallery.   
- Up to 20 retouched images selected by you to be delivered in the form of full 

resolution and web sized files. Additional retouched images are always available for an 
additional fee upon request. 

- BRIDAL FANTASY IMAGE $100 each. Image Fusion combining studio fashion 
image seamlessly with one of countless stock image backgrounds either 
previously shot by me or available from stock photography library.  

BRIDE AND MORE SESSION: $1800 

Similar to the above package with options for backgrounds and concepts to share 
with another. A Bridal Fashion experience for you in your gown with an additional 
person.  Enjoy this session with your groom, maid of honor or mother of the bride.  
Bring another to pose with you and in their own individual photos. Includes above with 
additional 100-200 images shot; additional 10 images retouched.  

LOCATION and TRAVEL FASHION: QUOTED INDIVIDUALLY 

Location Fashion Experience can bring a sensational and unique quality to bridal 
fashion photography and offers as many options as the world allows. Maybe it is a 
fashion shoot at your event site or a fantastic Because of the wide range of variables 
session package and offering must be priced individually.  
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